Uffizi Gallery The Official Gallery
the uffizi | uffizi galleries - the gallery entirely occupies the first and second floors of the large building
constructed between 1560 and 1580 and designed by giorgio vasari. it is famous worldwide for its outstanding
collections of ancient sculptures and paintings (from the middle ages to the modern period). journal of the
friends of the uffizi gallery no. 71 ... - uffizi on the first floor of the gallery (the piano nobile) to the
adjacent interior chambers, more or less following the same solution adopted on the up-per floor in the historic
gallery where the exhibition rooms flank an external corridor. applying the same criteria journal of the
friends of the uffizi gallery no. 68 ... - restoration (gallery of statues and paintings of the uffizi). filippino
lippi, adoration of the magi (1496), commissioned by the augustinian monks of san donato in scopeto in
substitution for the unfinished work by leonardo (gallery of statues and paintings of the uffizi). florence
celebrates the uffizi - miltongendel - florence celebrates the uffizi . the medici were acquisitive, but the
last of the line was generous. she left all the family’s treasures to the people of florence. by milton gendel .
whenever i vist the uffizi gallery, i start with raphael’s classic portrait of leo x and two
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